
 

FlashVote helps you make a difference in your community

Survey Results: Broadacres Farm

 Survey Info - This survey was sent on behalf of the Town of Sudbury to the FlashVote community for Sudbury, MA.

These FlashVote results are shared with local officials

787
Total Participants

736 of 1217 initially invited (60%)

51 others

Margin of error: ± 3%

Applied Filter:

Locals only

Participants for filter:

676

Started:

Nov 13, 2019 12:36pm

Ended:

Nov 15, 2019 12:37pm

Target Participants:

All Sudbury

Q1 At the October 2018 Special Town Meeting and ballot in November 2018, the Town voted to buy the 34-acre

farm at 82 Morse Road known as Broadacres Farm. The purchase was completed on July 11, 2019.

Prior to reading this, what best describes what you knew about Broadacres Farm?

(676 responses by locals)

Q2 Broadacres Farm is a former 34-acre horse farm with stables, pastures, an indoor arena, and riding fields

located on both sides of scenic Morse Road.

Below are possible RECREATIONAL uses for the property. Which of the following would you most like to see?

(You can choose up to FOUR)   

(631 responses by locals)
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Options Locals (676)

I did not know anything about it 19.1% (129)

I had heard about Broadacres Farm, but did not know the Town had purchased it 12.7% (86)

I knew about the purchase of the Farm by the Town 66.7% (451)

Not Sure 1.5% (10)

Options Locals (631)

Sports/Play Fields 39.0% (246)

Playground and/or Exercise Areas 45.0% (284)

Water Park (Splash Pad) 24.1% (152)

Walking and Bicycle Trails 79.2% (500)

Picnic Areas 43.1% (272)

Pavilion (Available for Public Use) 40.3% (254)
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Continued boarding for horses.

I think the town has enough recreational fields and should lease the property to a horse person

Leave it as is

Arena/new pool re center

Outdoor Town Pools (that don't require a 7 year waiting list)

Hockey Rink

just leave it alone - open space

Return property to first that requires no maintenance

Leave as natural open land. Do not convert to playing fields, water park, pavilion, etc.

Ample parking

Open Undeveloped Space

Public outdoor pool

none

Sell it, we now own Sewataro. Lets do one thing right, then we can take on other projects.

Horse farm with riding programs

Open Space

Community garden

Dog Park - fenced area for dogs to run free. Disposal unit with bags/sealed can like at Haskell.

horse farm

Town pool

This town can’t pay to mow the roadsides and yet they spend hard earned tax dollars on non-sense

Nature trails on conservation land
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Options Locals (631)

Interpretive Displays (With History of the Farm and the Area) 23.6% (149)

Other: 17.0% (107)
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Nothing. Stop spending

SELL IT

Keep as a natural area where the house and barns are and possibly a playing field in the field next

Outdoor concert area and art gallery

Horseback riding

Parking for the Bruce Freeman Rail Trail

Sell to offset Sewataro purchase

Large fenced area for dogs to exercise off-leash

The least expensive option, to avoid spending more money we don't have and then raising taxes again

Dog Park

Keep as is, no development/change

Horseriding discounted prices for residents.

A facility for use by Sudburys senior citizens

Having just bought Sewataro, what in the world is this about? Exactly who is clamoring for this?

Meditation Garden/ path

Riding stables

Horse farm and open space

parcel 3 open space. Parcels 1 & 2 the bldgs removed and open space OR pavilion/rail trail parking

riding facilities

Affordable housing

community gardening

Expand Featherland ballfields on one side of Morse Rd & leave the other side in its current state.

Can it be used for commercial purposes

Dog park

facility for band or concerts with ability to show outdoor movies

Preservation of the farmhouse for use of some town offices

Please dont turn the entire field area into baseball fields. Let's leave some open space near trai

Keeping it as a horse farm.

No reason to develop given buying the Camp & upcoming trail. Let horse lovers rent and maintain.

Sell it to a Developer and reduce my taxes

Consideration of uses of Sewataro and other town properties should determine uses here.

Anything that doesn't increase my taxes again!!

Dog walking?

Outdoor concert space

Just keep it pretty. Perhaps a horseback riding school would lease it from Town and board horses

Semi covered indoor rink in the winter.

Be careful with Spray parks & public pavilions. It attracts party goers & trash from far and wide.

Hat shell

are you serious, a water park!!

Sledding hill, cross country ski trails

Community garden

Conservation & passive recreation only! Enough with turning the town into a Disney like playground!

Anything that is not commercial is fine

open space

Skating rink

horse farm

I think the land should be kept in its natural state

Keep the indoor riding arena as a riding arena



Dog park

Put some horses in the barns and have riding lessons available

Open fields

Sell to a developer

Please limit what we do with this parcel as to not increase the tax burden on senior homeowners

Camping

Horse back riding

hard pass - our schools need funds

Could the property be leased to use as is?

Dog park

We need parks with parking more then active sports spaces

Allow some areas to be natural meadow and pollinator and wild life habitat with native plants.

Public Outdoor Town Pool

Dog park

None of the above

parking

Raze unsafe structures; minimally develop as indicated above.

Leave it in natural state

on lead dog walking trails

Public outdoor pool

Gazebo/band shell where music events could be held, providing enough parking is available.

dog park

ice skating rink

Sports arena

horseback riding

Ice rink

community swimming pool

Sell property

Outdoor sculpture park with rotating artists

Build new rec center there, or some kind of income generating facility- make smarter $ choices.

It’s so beautiful as is. Nixon has a playground close by. Please try to maintain the beauty.

perfect location for new community/senior center!

Community garden/Learning Ctr

One sports field so that LS Ultimate Frisbee does not have to drive to a field to practice.

50-100 family-size units of affordable/workers housing.

Q3 Which of the following general uses are most important to you? (You can choose up to TWO)  

(629 responses by locals)

Options Locals (629)

Community Gardens 31.5% (198)

Lease of Pasture Area for Agricultural/Grazing Purposes 34.2% (215)

Housing 8.7% (55)

Historic Preservation 35.9% (226)

Recreational Uses (Sports Fields, Trails, etc. from previous question) 60.6% (381)

Other: 8.1% (51)



Anything that doesn't need further funding from the town

Ample parking

Would love to see it be an access point to the rail trail with facilities, food, etc.

tax generating property

Sell it

Open Space

None of the above the weather doesn’t support unenclosed investments. How about retail, food, etc.

Affordable housing

SELL IT. Should not have purchased it to begin with

Walking/Roller skating/Biking trails

I’d prefer to leave the land as is, with DPW mowing the grasses as they have been doing.

Long term financial stability and school investments l

Open space

conservation

Horse riding. Discounted prices for residents

Other

Recreational space for Sudburys senior citizens is lacking. The current senior center is inadequate

None of the above

Riding stables

Horse farm and conservation land

I would have liked the purchase money to instead be used to bolster town infrastructure

biking, pavilion, picnic. Note -- housing but not McMansions. Affordable, architecturally designed

Preservation of land and not building

net zero affordable housing

concert or movie pavilion

We already have Gardens on Lincoln Rd. Passive recreation near Bruce Freeman

Do nothing with it.

Reducing the userous taxes this town find me for. I am on a fixed income and cannot afford to stay
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Low impact (minimal structures, no fancy trails). Assuming question still means Broadacre

Family uses only.

Anything, as long as it doesn't increase taxes, again.

(by which I mean low-cost housing -- this town badly needs more of it.)

Conservation and passive recreation only! No more recreational spending (now have Sewataro too!)

Open space with minimal cost to maintain

Dog park

Science center

Sell this town has no business being a property owner. Manage what you mismanage now.

hard pass - let's put the money #1 into our schools

Cross country ski trail in winter

This shold become part of a concrete plan to increase tourism to Sudbury. Town needs revenue!!!!

playing fields on part near featherland, leave the ret as-is

None of the above

water park for kids

for now minimize cost, develop a little earning; we have other expensive needs right now

Outdoor pool

dog park

Sell property as a taxable real estate property

Center for renewable energy and innovation projects- promote better way to use natural resources.

Affordable housing

Q4 How much would you be willing to spend to add amenities to the property?

(651 responses by locals)
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Options Locals (651)

Nothing 30.1% (196)

$1 to $50 per year ($0 to $4 monthly) 24.0% (156)

$51 to $100 per year ($5 to $8 monthly) 16.0% (104)

$101 to $150 per year ($9 to $13 monthly) 6.1% (40)

$151 to $200 per year ($14 to 17 monthly) 3.1% (20)

$201 to $250 per year ($18 to $21 monthly) 0.8% (5)

More than $250 per year ($22 or more monthly) 2.3% (15)

Not Sure 17.7% (115)



Q5 Any other comments or suggestions about the Broadacres Farm property? 

(168 responses by locals)

Maintaining the historic and scenic conservation context of the property is important. Adding athletic/recreational fields by Featherland and

supporting BFRT also would be great.

I'm surprised to see "housing" as an option in the voting, even as an idea. The purchase was clearly authorized as promoting open spaces. I would

be irate if it were flipped for housing development.

At the least, we need to incorporate "plaques" with text and photographs (as along SVT trails) throughout the property, noting prior historic

buildings, prior ownership (e.g., English settlers through Finnish refugees), the entrepreneur who built the equine business (Honora Haynes), the

railroad history, and so on.

Wildlife refuge is a key interest as so much acreage of Sudbury since I moved here in 1979 has been reduced to grass....without benefit even to

native bee species, let alone wildlife.

depends on what is ultimately decided about use of the property

It would be great to get some pools and splash pads somewhere in town.

Maintain its agricultural character. Stop wasti g money on athletic fields.

When the town presented it they had a plan. Parking lot, leaving the arena and maybe stables. Just leave it alone.

Sudbury needs a splash park

NO HOUSING!

Keep the beauty of the land.

Hope to keep much of it forested still. We may not need new soccer/baseball fields but ways of keeping people engaged in nature are always

needed in our tech world.

No Proposition 2 1/2 overrides.

Maintain the rural space. Do not build buildings on it.

I voted against the acquisition in the first place

please no more housing complexes or sports areas. town already has more than enough of these.

We have added a lot of conservation space over the past few years. We keep protecting these areas that don't feel like they are accessible to the

public or connected in any way. I would love to see be an area that the community can truly access and use on a frequent basis.

We just bought Sewataro as well. What is the long term plan for both properties?

spending is outrageous!

This property is centrally located and has much more potential than the isolated Sewataro property so think it is important to invest time, energy

and possibly money to expand its possibilities.

I would like it to remain as undisturbed as possible.

No more playing fields.

Open space and historic preservation are our most valuable resource and we can’t get them back once we lose them. No need to spend more

money on any development, spend the money to protect open space and history.

Sell it. And use the proceeds to put lights at the turf fields, add sidewalks so people can walk/bike in town. Pick 2-3 things the town is going to do

really well, and be an example of how to do it right to other communicates. Once we have excelled at those items, we can look to take on more.

Hope no new construction on property.

A bit disconcerting to see housing on the list. While parcel 2 does technically have this ability through other municipal purposes, this is not the

vision that the town voted for was last year when this was brought to town mtg. Please preserve this beautiful and central property for the

community at large!

I believe the proposal to study building non-dense affordable duplexes put forth by the SHA needs to move forward. Several duplexes to help

families that desperately need housing that built in a congruent way with the property is the most important thing we can do on part of the

property!

Area south of Morse Rd and connected to other converved land should NOT be developed in any way -- no added buildings for structures. trails yes.
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I really think a dog park would be well used. You can even charge a token fee, $10-20 a year, and run an initial fundraiser to pay for the installation

of the garbage unit/ installation of fencing.

We bought the property for recreational use and for conservation.

I think the lot closest to Featherland park should be used to expand the park. I think the lot with the barn and grazing area should remain the calm

and beautiful piece of land that it is already. It would be nice to add trails and gardens that connect to the other open space in the area. It would be

horrible to pave it and put up fields and playgrounds and not retain the beauty of the farm.

If the city doesn’t recognize property values falling and taxes going up as an issue, pet projects like this are just senseless. People are fleeing and

they buy camps they can’t run and the citizens can’t use. Insanity! We need infrastructure in this town.

Why is the town buying more property when it cannot keep up the properties it already owns?

Sudbury has plenty of amenities already. The taxes in this town just keep going up with every new endeavor. I am against spending any money for

improvements or development of the land and feel that Sudbury should sell the property instead of increasing taxes again to do more with this

property.

Great place to have parking for Bruce Freeman bike path

It should pay for itself like the town voting materials implied.

The rolling fields across from the farm house are beautiful as they are. The field on the east side of the railroad track could be a playing field unless

a farmer would want it for livestock or hay. It should not bee a parking lot.

I like spaces where people can visit alone, or in small groups, spontaneously. Have a place to sit. Perhaps a public restroom, and a vending

machine. In good weather, perhaps some vendors can be allowed to sell hot food.

Would like to see an effort to create something we do not yet have as opposed to more sports fields.

Please do not build housing in this property!!!

Please do not sell off the property nor develop it into residential or commercial use. Keep it as an area for the citizens of Sudbury to enjoy. We need

to make this Community more family-friendly, inviting and outdoor friendly. In outdoor picnic area or pavilion with a splash pad would be excellent

choices and since we already lease to a third-party to run a camp, why not lease out the stables and offer the citizens of Sudbury riding lessons.

THE SENIOR CENTER NEEDS UPGRADING. 23% OF THWE RESIDENTS OF SUDBURY ARE OVER 55. yOU CAN SPEND MONEY TO MAKE THE CENTER A

COMMUNITY CENTER FOR ALL AGES. i WOULDN'T WANT TO SPEND A DIME ON ANY OTHER RECREATIONAL PROJECT UNTIL THIS GETS FUNDED.

ALLAN wALLACK, RESIDENT SINCE 1(73

Please don't build new houses/condos in that area.

It was an unnecessary purchase

The land is beautiful as is - leave it that way, with the DPW mowing the fields as they have been since July. Don’t spend more of our tax dollars on

poorly conceived and ill-planned projects that the current tax levy can’t pay for. We’re wasting a huge sum on Sewataro and I have no appetite for

any plans brought forth by the majority of the current BoS and without a permanent Town Manager in place, who has proven his/her integrity and

sound processes to the residents of this town.

I would like to see a parking lot for the rail trail on this site.

I’ve heard rumblings about housing in this site. I am 100% against that and believe it goes against the intention of th purchase as presented at

Town Meeting.

Any activities need yo generate tax revenue or be zero net cost.

Sudbury needs to start working on improving the quality of for its senior residents

We already have alot of conservation, walking trails and recreational space in our town (which is great) so it would be better to not buy more

property we can't afford and then have to raise taxes further to maintain it. Using the land to make money for the town would be wiser. Our taxes

are already too high at this point and I wish our government was more fiscally responsible. It's hard to get ahead when you keep taking more of our

hard-earned money for things we don't really need.

Riding stables

We are now well past a slippery slope on spending tax dollars to provide a very small group with unneeded recreational facilities.

This town needs to come up with a long term plan to fund projects like this. Putting additional tax burdens on residents is not acceptable.

Why is all of this development done in the daylight? I have lived here for 20 years and am amazed at how POORLY any of the recent development

were communicated with us ( the tax payers who live here are pay your salaries) It’s outrageous.

This should be open space for native animals like deer, turkeys and raccoons. Grazing and horses would be alright but NO development

It's an ideal site for a few units of affordable family housing in a neighborhood of Sudbury that has currently has none.

The large pasture space is so beautiful and should be absolutely be preserved. The house, buildings across the street and barn could be taken

down as all look quite ramshackle whether historical or not. If we're keeping them because they have historical value they should be fixed up.

Obviously given the 5+ year waitlists at our town swimming pools we could have a swim club on the one closest to fatherland along with a splash

park. I'm not sure what I'm willing to pay because I can't commit $ without knowing the potential choices! Many thanks!

Please keep the rural, farm character of the land.

I can't gauge what amount willing to spend without knowing which amenities it would be for.

We are grateful to the former owners for selling the land to the town. It's a beautiful piece of property that many people have enjoyed for

generations. Our hope is that it will remain so for generations to come. Thank you!

Due to the location, sports fields make the most sense. Don't spend on other amenities until we know what we already have with Sewataro.

Using the existing house for affordable housing would be good for the town. We need to add affordable housing that is in keeping with the feel of

the town not just apartment blocks which don’t fit the town and aren’t best for the residents

Can it be used for commercial/housing purposes?



I live south of Rt 20. This purchase will have little impact on me unless it’s to spend money on improvements.

I am interested in preserving the historic nature of the farm, but I feel the voters approved the purchase based on the presentation at Town

Meeting that the land would be probably used for sports fields or other public use. Another idea was possibly keep horses on the property

somehow-- riding lessons? As long as it's not used for housing I'm happy.

I really hope the integrity of the property stays the same. It's a beautiful property on a scenic road and I really hope the town strives to keep it that

way. I really hope that Parcel 2 will remain as a single or at the most double family home and nothing more than that. I hope that however the town

uses the buildings for municipal use it's done in a way that does not take away or trash the beauty and history of the site.

I drive by this property multiple times each day. I would like to see it remain as natural and open as possible.

Keep the land open. It should be available to a the largest part of the towns population as possible.

When asking how much willing to spend, my question is how many years are you talking about? Are you asking about an Override to fund costs?

We have plenty of playing fields. Let's preserve the character of the land by keeping it as agricultural/grazing land if possible. Walking/biking trails

would be nice also, if not obtrusive. If the town wants to put it to more recreational use then my previous answers would be my preferences, but as

a Morse Road resident I already miss the horses and hope we can make as few changes as possible.

A community divider and so totally unnecessary. Get a light at the corner of NOBSCOT and Route 20 and clean up the mess at that intersection and

stop messing around with such nonsense as this

BMX or bicycle pump track for kids.

1. Perhaps a small portion of the land could become lots for homes (in order to defray some of the costs involved in both improvements and

dealing with structures on the property. 2. Bike/walking trails to conservation areas that are not inaccessible to the public would be great.

convert house to low or medium income housing.

Like the other recreational properties in Sudbury, the town must be proactive about keeping them up. I feel like this is an issue and then the costs

of keeping them get passed on to sports teams or by paying for programs. Frankly, the town does not do a good job of maintaining the various

areas in town and its really unfortunate.

Our town could really use the space wisely to create opportunities for community gathering. We don’t have many options in this town and already

have plenty of sports fields. ( coming from a mother of young boys who play sports) our family would love biking trails, water park, playground,

etc!!

Stop spending

I would be more able to state what I am willing to spend on Broadacres if the costs of Sewataro and of proposed renovations of the Atkinson pool

and facilities were not also looming and undefined. I would prefer to see questions like this asked in a context that includes other competing

proposals for expenditure on recreation and open space facilities for the town and allows those responding to indicate overall willingness to spend

and ranked priorities.

Please keep the character of this charming pocket of farmland. Dont turn it into active recreation. We have Sewataro for that.

Major focus should be on preservation for historic and conservation purposes, with the possibility of the town using some of the existing structures

for some town office overflow. Hiking trails should also be considered with possible pavilion use for cultural events. Financing for any needed

remodeling thru town-wide fundraising activities and tax revenue surplus.

I'd like to see it continue to be operated as a horse farm with riding offered. Why change it?

No money should be spent on it any time soon. Probably will need money for senior center sometime soon. Maybe some aspects of senior center

should go on this farm.

I couldn't respond to how much I would be willing to spend. I would need a more specific proposal to evaluate what I thought it might be worth to

the whole community.

Dump it like the bad dream it is. Along with the. Tax hole in the ground call sewtaro

A document accessing sport field / playgrounds availability and needs prior to survey would have been useful. Of course, reflecting other recent

purchases.

I would like more sports fields.

I think it’s important for it to stay open and possibly an agricultural learning experience

please add sections to the town managers newsletter for both this property and the camp sewataro land to let us know what's going on and what's

coming up for the season.. i.e. Nature Walks w/guides, family days, etc. Start a bi annual festival at either site - i.e. Sudbury Spring Days with

vendors/farmers market.

Gratitude to the family for making sure the town gained ownership and development rights to the property! Congrats to the town! I suggest a

balance, mixed use, of trails and picnic area (for older folks), parks and playground (for the younger kids) and possibly agricultural (grazing or

horse riding)(all the things that already make this a great town to live in and raise a family). -- might want to see if you can work a public access

track (safer walking surface for those with ambulatory issues and it'd be nice for the athletic folks to have a track in town.

Tough to answer specific questions about Broadacres without knowing how the overall plan for uses of Sewataro and other town properties might

impact things. The time seems ripe for a town wide plan of the specific amenities/uses the town wants to make available and which locations best

support such amenities/uses.

Please have a plan which stops increases costs on the residents. Taxes are already very high, and it doesn't seemed to be managed well at all.

Keep it green, keep it open, don’t build on it, allow the public to access it for

Prefer to keep the farm in its 'natural' state with walking trails but do not support turning it into another sports complex for the town

Would be nice to have community riding center. This is NOT a place fo put more sports fields. A splash pad/water area would be fantastic.

It is so pathetic that we bought this property not knowing what to do with it. Just as there wasn’t enough stuff needed to fix this disaster of a town

Pay to play. No added taxes to citizenship, have individuals and families pay for the privilege of use with annual fee.



Since this was a riding farm with all the necessary amenities why not continue to use the existing facilities for that same purpose. Contract with

someone in the equestrian business to run it such as what is being done with Camp Sewarto.

No rush to do anything with it. Keep it pretty and lease it to a horse person. Don’t let historic structures fall down. Access point for future rail trail

and a path linking Town Center to Featherland and elementary and high school.

That location in Sudbury has no community attractions, only housing. This place is a chance for the town to create a focal point where people come

together and meet their fellow Sudbury citizens.

I have been driving down Morse Road for 12 years getting my children to and from school and I miss the scenic view of the horses grazing. I hope

that the land isn’t built on or developed and that we can all still enjoy its natural beauty.

We should try to monetize whatever we do with the property by charging non-residents. Whether it’s for a picnic, weddings in the gardens. It won’t

ph for much but could subsidize the other recreational use by residents.

Stop spending Sudbury tax payer money. Be more fiscally conservative thank you.

It should become a popular stop on the Bruce Freeman Rail Trail

Amount I would be wiling to pay to add amenities depends on what the amenities are.

Connect with the rail trail

Town beach would be awesome!

Sudbury does NOT need any more "Condos" or housing development and should preserve the land which is so close to Featherland Park.

My neighborhood is very close to Broadacres Farm, my wife and I are expecting our first child in December and we would love to see this space

turned into playgrounds, ball fields and other recreational activities.

Why is the town buying 34 acres of land when we dont even have sidewalks on major routes?

use the existing barn for a maintenance garage and workshop for the town and schools combined facilities department , its a good central location

and then we wouldnt need to build a new maintenance building at Nixon, and this would salvage a good structure for a needed use, they need it!

No low income housing please. We have enough poor people in this country. Taxes in Sudbury are too high already, and we don't need more kids in

the schools.

Maintain for conservation and passive recreational use only. Keep operational costs to an absolute minimum to free up funds for other priorities &

reduce taxes. The town spent a lot on Sewataro which was promoted for many recreational purposes and there is still too much uncertainty with

respect to ongoing costs. Priorities & trade offs should be top of mind.

Measures must be taken to protect the abundant wildlife there - we live near there, and see many types of animals at all different times. Busy noisy

activities will drive them all away.

Keep it beautiful and low maintenance.

Now that town also owns Sewataro, it might consider putting a large recreational property there and selling Broadacre Farm. Alternatively, consider

putting a snack bar/ice cream bar on Broadacre that could service patrons of rec fields and Bruce Freeman trail.

Important to connect to BFRT.

keep it natural and wild.

The taxes are keeping the housing values down in sudbury compared to other towns. Stop dangling projects in front of voters that are hard to vote

down (“oh this amazing project has only $100 per average home per year) and that end up adding up. I’d love to see some restraint like normal

people on a budget exercise in decision making.

We need to start living within our means and start prioritizing what the Town spends money on. We cannot afford to keep buying properties.

Property taxes are ever increasing and pretty soon will be unaffordable for us to stay in Sudbury.

Please consider a dog park. We don’t have a safe fenced in area in Sudbury for Community members to gather and safely have their dogs play

while community members can chat.

I would like to know the plans for Sewataro before we plan for this or vice versa so that we double up.

We need to stop buying land without having plans for it

We have enough sports playing fields in town. Let's allow this area to be more natural with hiking trails, pasture or let's get back to Sudbury's

agricultural roots with community vegetable gardens.

I like many others, don't use anything in this town. This is a tick and mosquito infested swamp.

Sadly taxes in Sudbury are increasing at an exorbitant rate. We need to stop the madness and find responsible ways to relieve the tax burden on

our senior population. I don't support spending money on this project at this time.

Please keep it rural and beautiful. It's a historical pasture area for Sudbury. Part of what makes our town great.

Lets keep Broadacre Farms and Soweta (sp?) separate in terms of hwat they offer. Soweta has the pool, no need another at Broadacre Farms.

The Town of Sudbury totally prioritizes the young families and youth in town over we seniors. Basically we seniors get a lousy senior center and the

town buys more land for primarily family usage. Shame on you!!!

Great purchase of historic horse farm and fields.

We don’t need baseball fields. Check the enrollment of sudbury little league, just because they have money doesn’t mean they need more fields.

Please use the area for more general public use, walking trails, meditative areas.

Must have easy access to rail trial and be a feature of the entire complex.

Won't Sewataro encompass the functionality proposed at Broadacres Farm? Our schools need these funds IMO

I don't know if this is possible, but I would love to have access to it from either Maynard Road or Hudson Road. A walking or bike path access would

be fine, if a road was not possible.



I'm okay with some of the area being developed for sports fields, such as the field immediately adjacent to Fatherland, so long as trees are

preserved. The way your question was phrased implied all 34 acres could be used for recreational development, and I would be opposed to that.

do not want to see housing

Once again we look at properties as unique sites. We must have a plan for all open space which helps the town generate revenue. This property

should be part of a concrete open space and park plan . along with the existing fields and parking this has the potential to be our first real "Park"

open to town groups for RENT.

Maintaining it as a natural open field area with meadows and pasture with picnic area and trails while preserving the scenic quality will be ideal.

Would prefer no/minimal use for housing.

No more athletic fields please. We have plenty and they cost so much to maintain and are bad for the environment. Let's try to keep it more

natural.

Make it a community gathering place.

Put any costly development on hold as we get the Community Ctr project going, get Sewataro ADA compliant (it is not so now), and begin

renovating Town Hall.

This feels a little bait and switch to be honest. I was at the town meeting where we voted and cannot believe housing is even a consideration for

this property. We were absolutely led to believe this property would be used for leisure activity.

This really should NOT become one more "ball and sports field" - there is a pretty large population in town who use and need more trails left to

nature - and Town needs less $$$ spent on athletic field upkeep; we still have Sewataro to deal with. thank you for doing this survey.

Keep it simple. We don’t need taxes going up anymore, especially in light of the Sewataro purchase.

I feel strongly that Sudbury needs to contribute to the overall housing shortage in Massachusetts. According to the Massachusetts Coalition for the

Homeless of the 20,068 homeless people in Mass (2018 #) 13,257 are people in families with children. We have a moral duty as a town with open

to space to support housing our fellow residents. I understand town concerns but we are an extremely affluent with an abundance of open space

and there is a way to approach this that is not a huge apartment building or development in a way that fits in the culture of our town.

The Fairbanks Community Center renovation/rebuild it more important at this point in time.

Upkeep is paramount to the neighboring residents to preserve its pastoral setting.

Open fields for multiple use.

Broadacres is a beautiful property. I believe most of it should be retained in close to its current state with minimal changes. Sports field on the

piece of land closest to Featherland part make sense.

I would like to see the projects planned fully, but implemented incrementally.

Having trails and preserving the history of the property would be awesome!

None

Utilize CPA money for improvements

This land should NOT be available to a developer for housing. The road is narrow and winding. If the land is developed for recreation/public use,

there should definitely be some sort of traffic control.

A hiking link to Town Center is my top priority.

Preserve the environment. Please do not construct any buildings.

how much I'm willing to spend depends on how the property is to be used

Let's see a demographic study determining the capacity and user population projections among the several public properties available in Sudbury

… existing school playgrounds, Haskell, Davis Field, Cutting Field, Sudbury River Wildlife areas, maybe also including the SVT properties in town,

and now Sewataro, and Broadacres. This should precede determination of new facilities and tax support overall. My Broadacres support level

duplicates my Sewataro support, at the moment, and may not be sustainable. However, open space allocation has positive environmental benefits,

even with mild agricultural use. Queuing Broadacres for residential development would not be recommended until the impact of Sudbury's North

Road and Maynard's Digital Way developments are complete and measurable.

Sudbury needs better financial guidance in order to keep taxes under control.

We need to really consider long term effects of these decisions and what the costs are to the community. We should be creating opportunities and

new ways for the community to connect to foster growth and new ideas. Things cannot be stagnant, and we also need to be financially sustainable.

I think its location makes it a good candidate for part of it to be used for a new community/senior center which would be used by a significant

portion of residents.

This is beautiful land. We already have Featherland and Nixon for play. Maybe use some land to expand Featherland but walking and biking trails

are needed and would be enjoyed by many and would maintain the character and beauty.

Safe trails and community gardens would be ideal and an extra field for LS overflow since all the fields are in use and sports like Ultimate Frisbee

have to carpool to practice, which is not safe.

Please don't ask for more money to add to our already high taxes!

This property, adjacent to Featherland and across the street from conservation land, and adjacent to the Rail Trail could be a real community asset

with community housing, a playground, pavilion for music and summer time performances, and multigenerational activities - kind of like a park!

Affordable housing for seniors and

A small affordable housing development on already developed land plus grazing across the street keeps the property looking much as it does now.

I am open to spending on amenities, but the amount would vary depending on what is planned
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